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We launched our ten 
year development 
plan in 2013. Now, 
three years on, and 
with our centenary 
approaching in 2019, 
we are taking stock 
and looking to the 
future.

The time line opposite shows our progress: significant 
improvements to the Pre-Prep and a sports pavilion on 
the way. It also shows that the most ambitious project 
of the plan – our Centenary Centre – is on the horizon. 
If ever there was a development project worthy of 
marking the beginning of our next century, this is it.  

As most friends of The Prep know, we recently came 
close to buying neighbouring Stormont Court: an 
initiative which would have been of particular value for 
the upper years of the school. Though our bid did not 
succeed, we retain the exciting ideas and aims we 
developed for that scheme and we intend to realise 
them within our Centenary Centre.

As well as providing a summary of our plans, this 
document is also an opportunity to acknowledge the 
parents, staff and alumni who have generously 
supported our development projects.  

Jan Berry, QPM, BA, FRSA
Chair of Governors

FOREWORDTEN YEAR PLAN: PROGRESS

In 2013, we set out our 10 year plan for capital development. Thanks to the generous support of our community, we have been able to 
make significant progress and there’s more to come....
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PROGRESS: THE DETAIL
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PHASE 1: Pre-Prep classrooms

The start of a lifelong journey

Our Pre-Prep site, Stake Farm, centres around a 
charming building that has served us well since 1990 
but its impractical layout constrained the Early Years 

teaching syllabus. In 2015, we opened four new ground 
floor classrooms for Kindergarten and Reception with 
direct access to external learning areas and their own 

dedicated cloakrooms and washrooms. The light, 
spacious, purpose-built classrooms have given pupils 

the facilities to thrive in their crucial early years of 
schooling.

Currently under construction is a large extension to the 
Pre-Prep hall which will transform the dining, assembly 

and performance facilities in the Pre-Prep. The space 
will be able to be subdivided to create separate 

teaching areas. A new, much larger kitchen will be built 
along with new storage, toilets and changing rooms 
and an extension to the second storey classrooms.

Due for completion by January 2017.

PHASE 2: Pre-Prep hall and 
dining room extension

Space to create community
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Made possible through
your generosity

While the school has allocated a significant proportion 
of its finances each year to the plan, school events, 
auctions and private donations have contributed over 
£200,000, including Gift Aid.

Thank you!



NEXT UP...

We have recently been granted planning 
permission for a new sports pavilion.

With outstanding changing facilities and a viewing 
deck, the pavilion will be sited  on the edge of the 
sports field, overlooking the main pitches.

This attractive new building will give sport at The 
Prep a new focal point and will add to the enjoyment 
of watching matches.

Over 75% of the cost has been covered by our 
fundraising activities.
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Due for completion by April 2017

The site for the 
new pavilion

The basic design

... a building to add to the enjoyment of sport
  - for everyone
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NOW FOR PHASE 3...
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School life beyond 
lessons is just as 
important as what 
happens in the 
classroom. Chatting 
to a teacher 
informally, being 
listened to by an 

older pupil and beginning to gain a sense of 
who you are - these are the moments we store 
away.

It was these thoughts that preoccupied me as we 
began to plan a new teaching building to replace the 
Years 6, 7 and 8 teaching spaces. Yes, a new block 
would be wonderful, but couldn't we do something 
more imaginative, bolder? Of course we could, and 
giving The Prep a real heart or hub was it.

… blur the boundaries between subjects

Alongside our aim to create a new heart for the 
campus, we feel strongly that our Centenary Centre 
should add real value to our teaching. In particular, we 
are keen to blur the boundaries between subjects. In 
the old days you left a maths lesson and walked down 
a corridor to physics: from one world to another. More 
enlightened thinking emphasises the common ground.

… a space that encourages maturity

As our thinking has gelled, it has become clear that a 
modern library should be the centrepiece. Not a 'sshhh' 
style library, but a light and welcoming space in which 
well-displayed books, journals and technology 
encourage individual study. The Centenary Centre will 
benefit the whole school, particularly pupils in Years 6, 
7 and 8. This is a crucial time and the value of being in a 
caring environment, where class sizes are small and 
every teacher knows every child extremely well is key 
to ensuring our students feel supported. A teaching 
and learning space that encourages maturity will 
enable our pupils to make the most of these important 
years. 

…the confidence to be themselves: nothing is 
more important

Turning all of these ideas into a workable design is a 
challenge. So seeing the early design concepts from 
our architects is very exciting. Yes, the design may 
change a bit as we get into the detail, but the overall 
concept is sound: it works.  And I can hardly wait until 
the moment when we are all gathered to celebrate the 
opening of the finished building. That time will come, 
but we have some work to do first.

My number one aim is for our pupils to leave here with 
the confidence to be themselves: nothing is more 
important. We do this through community. This is why 
creating a new heart to The Prep matters so much and 
is a project worthy of our centenary.

Luke Harrison
Headmaster

A project to launch our 
next 100 years

Important note: the architect
drawings and graphics are 
based on early-stage concept
designs and may change.

!

... light, calm, welcoming. A new
heart of the school.

The Centenary Centre

What’s inside:

ź Art

ź Design and Technology

ź Science

ź ICT

ź Library

ź Humanities

ź Languages

ź Maths

ź English

ź Cafe
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CENTENARY CAMPAIGN: ON THE HORIZON

View from the gallery into the
library/shared area... Very early
concept graphic, but the 
potential is exciting.

As this report shows, there is a growing culture of support for The Prep, led by the 
generous donors who have backed the school's recent development projects. Now, the 
Centenary Centre will be the most ambitious development since the school’s inception. 

… a challenge for all of us

Though the school will provide the lion's share of the funding, this is a project which we can 
only deliver with the help of the wider school community. Final costs are not yet fixed, but 
our campaign target will be £600K - a challenge for all of us!

We give when we feel passionate about something

Our Development Committee, listed on the back page, is already preparing for an engaging campaign which will align 
with and complement the ethos of The Prep. Those of us on the committee have been inspired by the vision for the 
Centenary Centre, not least because a visionary project makes a challenging target all the more possible. Supporters give 
and help when they feel passionate about something, and the Centenary Centre will be very special.

… pioneer investors to start the ball rolling

Launching an ambitious fundraising campaign is like starting a business: you need an inspiring concept and pioneer 
investors to set the ball rolling. This will be our focus for the next few months of 2016 and into 2017. We welcome your 
involvement and we are particularly keen to hear from anyone interested in starting the ball rolling with pioneering 
support for the project. 

Robert Burgess
Chairman of the Development Committee
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For further information, please contact 
Liz Reading, Development Manager

Sevenoaks Preparatory School, Godden Green,
Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 0JU
01732 762336
development@theprep.org.uk

Rob Burgess

Jan Berry QPM BA FRSA
Marianne Ismail 

Gi Fernando

Louise Norris 
Nicole  Marsh 

Yvie Cloke
Christian Lobo

Sasha Stack
Sandy Godoy
Marie Brown

Kathryn MacPherson

Edward Oatley MBE
Kevin Rush

Luke Harrison

Helen Cook
Wendy Kent

Beverley Buttery
James Underhill

Liz Reading

Marius Carboni
John Patterson
Robin Collings

Current parent, Chairman 
and Governor
Chairman of Governors
Current parent, Deputy 
Chairman
Current parent and 
Governor
Current parent
Current parent
Past parent
Former pupil and current 
parent
Current parent
Current parent and staff
Current parent and 
Chairman of Events 
Committee
Current parent and 
Chairman of Parents' Forum
Former Head and Governor
Past parent and Past 
Chairman
Headmaster & current 
parent
Head of Pre-Prep
Bursar
Staff and past parent
Development Consultant
Development Manager and 
current parent
Past parent and Governor
Project Manager
Current staff and former 
pupil

The Development Committee
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